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Camco ‘W’ series running tools are wireline service tools used to install 
Camco M series selective locks and attached subsurface control devices in 
the appropriate Camco W series selective landing nipples.

The tool consists of a fishing neck with a threaded pin connection on the upper end, a 
setting rod, spring loaded locating dogs, an arming mechanism (pawls or a collet), a core 
and a skirt housing on the lower end which is attached to the appropriate lock with shear 
pins. 

The design of the W series running tool provides complete selectivity at any depth or 
in any position. The tool’s arming mechanism is triggered only by upward movement 
through the chosen selective nipple, which releases the spring-loaded dogs and allows 
them to expand. 

A downward movement of the tool string then locates the running tool and attached 
subsurface control device in the selected nipple, after which downward jarring will set the 
lock. Upward jarring will release the running tool from the lock. W series running tools are 
internally threaded to receive a prong for equalizing operations. 

The series of W running tools includes the following models: 

• W-1

• WC-1T

• WC-IT-MA 

All three running tools have similar design features. However, some specific differences 
exist between different models, as follows: 

W-1 running tools use pawls as an arming mechanism while WC-1T and WC-1T-MA 
running tools have collets. 

WC-1T and WC-1T-MA running tools feature a ‘tell-tale’ device which provides a 
positive indication that the lock has been set. 

W-1 and WC-1T-MA running tools, in addition to being used for installing M series locks 
and attached subsurface control devices, can also be used to install M series locks 
attached to Camco A series blanking plugs. 

The 2 1/2” WC-1T-MA, which has a core extension, must have the extension removed 
before installing an M series lock and the attached A series blanking plug.

Hunting ‘W’ Series Running Tools are available with various connections to 
suit customer requirements

(See charts overleaf)

Camco™ ‘W’ Series Running Tools
Slickline Downhole Tools
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CAMCO W SERIES RUNNING TOOLS

Nominal
Size Type Assembly

Number
Actual

Size OD
Connection

on Tool
Connection
for Prong

Fishing
Neck

Pulling Tool
to Retrieve

Shear Pin
Diameters Length

1.500” W-1 15139 1.474” 15/16” 10 1/2” 13 1.187” 15166 1/8 23.484”

2.000” WC-1T 15791 1.843” 15/16” 10 1/2” 13 1.375” 15168 1/8 or 3/16 21.937”

2.500” WC-1T-MA 15891 2.281” 15/16” 10 1/2” 13 1.375” 15168 1/8 or 3/16 23.062”

3.000” WC-1T-MA 15892 2.781” 15/16” 10 5/8” 11 1.375” 15168 1/8 or 3/16 26.312”

** For retrieval of DH Series Running Tools .

Spares components are available. Please specify part and assembly part number or part number if known.


